**Information Technologies’ Standard Architectural Definitions**

**www.worcester.edu**
The root URL of the official publicly accessible Web site for the Worcester State College. www.worcester.edu provides a single point of access to all WSC information on the World Wide Web and establishes a means to ensure that the information is readily accessible, properly cleared and released, accurate, consistent, appropriate and timely. The site is developed and maintained by the Information Technologies Department; the content of official WSC Web sites is an official publication.

**Architectural Definitions**
Worcester State College web information can fall into one of four categories:

- **First Category:** Top level or home page; the first page the viewer sees when he/she addresses the index/default page in a root web.
- **Second Category:** Any content page maintained by the college.
- **Third Category:** Department-maintained pages; these pages must adhere to the Department Web Style Guide (*forthcoming*). Generally, Information Technologies does not develop these sites.
- **Fourth Category:** Centers and institute pages; these pages must adhere to the Center and Institutes Web Style Guide (*forthcoming*). Generally, Information Technologies will provide development assistance for these sites.